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Memories, 2021, Oil on canvas,
Diameter 20 inches, $800

The painting is a heartfelt tribute to
Scotland, the place that holds
sentimental value to Nokie. It resonates
with her memories of the Scottish
Highlands. The choice of a palette knife
for the artist's first attempt adds a bold
and textured dimension to capture the
scenic Scottish outdoors.



Macaw, 2022, Oil on canvas, 20 x 16
inches, Not for sale

The Scarlet Macaw holds a special place
in the artist's heart, given that her name,
'Nok,' means bird. The vibrant colors of
this South American native bird are
accentuated by the thoughtful addition
of Hibiscus and Heliconia,
complementing its beauty with native
flora. Monstera leaves serve as a
reminder of the painting's creation
during the Covid lockdown, when the
plants gained so much popularity.



Swim, 2021, Oil on canvas, 18 x 24 inches, $900

The artist initially intended the Koi painting for
Feng Shui in her home, but as she immersed
herself in the process, she fell in love with
capturing the graceful movements of the two
beautiful fish. The intricate detailing of fins and
tails, set against the backdrop of five water lily
leaves, not only aligns with Feng Shui principles
but also reflects a newfound admiration for the
elegance of these aquatic creatures.



Nokie, a weekday Energy
Data Analyst and weekend
artist, originally hails from
Thailand but has called
Singapore home for many
years.

Her artistic journey began
in 2016 as a response to
mounting stress, finding
solace and joy in painting
that persists as a weekend  
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ritual. While her early works embraced Acrylic as a medium,
she later discovered a profound connection with Oil. 

Nokie's vibrant subjects often draw inspiration from people in
her life and the kaleidoscope of colorful animals.

@nokie.connecting.people

nokie.hathairat@gmail.com


